
Springfield Garden Club – Looking Forward to 2020-2021 
 

Given the uncertainties and circumstances of the current COVID-19 pandemic, what can the Springfield 
Garden Club look forward to in the upcoming year? That is the very question that the Board has been 
wrestling with while discussing plans and schedules and trying to figure out how best to manage our Club 
this year to make the best possible experience for our members.  
 
Here is what we will be working with:  

● We will be operating under State and City of Springfield guidance and restrictions.  
● Whatever we decide and plan, the results and schedule may be out of our control and subject to 
last minute changes.  
● We must remain flexible and CREATIVE.  

 
Here is what we know right now:  

● While we are currently planning to hold September and October meetings in the Carriage House 
tent, that could change. It is possible that for the first few months we may not be allowed to hold in 
person meetings.  
● If we cannot meet in person, we may schedule Zoom meetings and webinars when possible. We 
have already contacted some of our scheduled speakers who have assured us they can 
accommodate that type of format  
● Garden Therapy is cancelled for at least the balance of this calendar year. At this point we still 
plan to have our regular Flower Distribution. We have contacted all of the nursing homes from last 
year and all but one would love to receive our arrangements again this year with, perhaps, new 
guidelines on how we deliver them.  
● At in-person meetings, we will not be serving our usual tea sandwiches, fruits, and sweets until 
we are sure that we can do so comfortably and safely. Coffee and tea will be served in disposable 
paper cups along with bottled water and some pre-wrapped snack items. There will be nothing that 
needs to be washed. Members are encouraged to bring their own food, snacks, and other 
beverages. Please review our detailed Hospitality statement to get a fuller idea of how we plan to 
proceed.  

 
Our Questions now:  

● Zoom and webinars are not options for those members who are not comfortable with the 
technology required. How can we include them in our activities?  
● How can we maintain and expand outreach to our members so we maintain that spirit of 
friendship, camaraderie, and FUN that we all enjoy so much?  

 
What we need:  

● We need YOUR CREATIVITY. Do a little individual brainstorming or chat with a few friends (in a 
socially distant way, of course) and see what you might come up with. ALL IDEAS ARE WELCOME 
for programs, outreach to members and the community. Can you think of new, fresh ways make 
our Club function better? Send them to Beate at beatebolen@gmail.com.  
● Please be patient as we all work to make the most of this very difficult and challenging time.  
● Let us be inspired by the 6th century BC/BCE Chinese general Sun Tzu who said in his Art of War 

“In the midst of chaos, there is also opportunity.” With the help of all our members, we can make 

the most of this time to make our Club even better. 


